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It is shown that the existence of a nonzero photon momentum leads. in the case of inverse bremsstrahlung 
of light in a plasma, to a translational motion of the electrons. The drag current produced when light of 
laser frequency is absorbed by electrons in a wealdy-ionized gas is calculated. It is shown that dragging in 
inverse bremsstrahlung by neutral atoms predominates over Compton motion when the atom concentration 
exceeds 1015 cm-J• 

PACS numbers: 52.25.P5 

1. In studies of the absorption of light in the low
energy part of the spectrum (liw < 0.5 keV) it is custo
mary to neglect the photon momentum and to consider 
this process in the dipole approximation only. It was 
shown in a number of papers{l-3) that the existence of a 
nonzero photon momentum leads to asymmetry in the 
angular distribution of the quantum-absorbing electrons 
relative to the propagation direction of the light. This 
in turn is the cause of the predominant motion of the 
electrons along the phQton momentum direction, and 
consequently the cause of the current flowing in this 
direction. 

It is known that absorption of light by an electron 
requires for its realization, in first-order perturbation 
theory, the presence of a "third body." In crystal 
structures, when light is absorbed by an electron situ
ated in the conduction band, the role of the third body 
can be played by phonons (acoustic and optical), impuri
ties, lattice defects, etc. In gas atoms, the light-absorp
tion process accompanied by the release of an electron 
(the photoeffect) takes place in the field of the atomic 
residue. Light can also be absorbed in an ionized gas 
in the case when the free electron is the field of a neu
tral atom or ion. In each act of photon absorption the 
momentum of the quantum is dis-shared by the electron 
and the third body, and in the general case this leads(1-3) 
to translational motion of the electron. It is obviOUS 
that the distribution of the momentum depends signifi
cantly on the nature of the "recoil body." 

We note here that the role of the third body in light
absorption processes can also be played by a photon. 
Electron dragging due to Compton scattering of light 
was investigated by Gurevich and Rumyantsev,l4) 

The present paper is devoted to a study of the drag 
current produced when light is absorbed by electrons in 
the continuous spectrum of neutral atoms and molecules, 
i.e'J in the process of inverse bremsstrahlung of light. 

2. Let Na be the concentration of the neutral atoms 
in the atomic gas conSidered by us, Ni = Ne the concen
trations of the ions and electrons (we assume for sim
plicity that all the ions are singly-charged), and let T 
be the temperature of the gas. Then in the case of 
thermodynamic equilibrium the average energy of the 
free electron is T (T is in energy units). In order to 
be able to consider the motion of each electron inde
pendently of the motion of the remaining ones, we stip
ulate that the plasma be ideal, i.e., that the energy of 
interaction of the electrons with one another, e2N~2, be 
much less then their thermal energy T. We assume 
furthermore that liw < I, where I is the ionization 
potential of the gas atom, and shall use by way of exam-
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pIe laser-emission quantum energies EL>O:I 1.8 eV 
(ruby laser") and EL ~ 0.12 eV (COz lasel').[5) 

We conSider the absorption of light by an electron in 
the continuous spectrum of an ion of charge z = 1 
(z = 0 for the neutral atom). The wave functions of the 
incident and scattered electrons are 

(2n)'I. ( m )'" 
", •. +{r)--k-' - Ilk' 

" ( y' P"dry i exp' j6,.) '·M·(e •.. q>.·)y, .... (e.q»---. r ' 

(2:1),/. ~ ~ , P .. (r) 
¢.-(r)=-k-"'- ",-i exp{-i6,)y,,;(0 •• q> .. )y, .. (0,q»-r-. 

l_o m __ 1 

(1) 

(2) 

Here k' and k are the wave vectors of the inCident and 
scattered electrons, respectively, ~l'(k') and /)l(k) are 
the phases of the wave functions, Bk', fPk' and Bk'. fPk 
are the angles that specify the directions of the electron 
momenta in a coordinate system with a polar axis coin
ciding with the photon momentum liK. 

We confine ourselves in the operator H'(r, t) of the 
interaction with the electromagnetic field to the terms 
proportional to /C, in which case the operator takes the 
form 

ll' (r. t) =-~(Ap) ""'_ eA. (ep) [Hi(Mr) ]~_,.t, (3) 
me me 

where e and m are the charge and mass of the elec
tron, c is the speed of light, A is the vector potential 
(div A = 0), and p is the momentum operator. 

The calculation of the matrix element of the operator 
(3) with wave functions (1) and (2) leads to a rather 
cumbersome expression. We present here only the 
final formula for the differential cross section of the 
inverse bremsstrahlung of light, obtained for unpolar
ized light, and integrated over all the directions of the 
vector k'. n takes the form 

do. (61) ~ a," (61) { 1" (k k')P ( ., 
~= "'-~ 1- 2 ~ • , cose.)+x,(' (k.k )p,(cose.) 

/'=0 

+Xl( (k. fr') 1', (cos 0,) }. . (4) 

8n' m'e'x 
a, «(o»=Ttz'kk'; {1'R,·."_,+(I'+t)R~',,.+,}. (5) 

where af [cm4-sec] is the "partial" inverse-brems
strahlung cross section. The sum 

1:, 0,'«(0»=0,«(0» 
'_I 

is the effective inverse-bremsstrahlung cross sec-
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tion.[6] The functions f3l(k, k/), "z(k, k/), and r/(k, k/) 
were written out in[2], and the phases contained in them 
should be taken at the energy € = Ji2k"/2m. We present 
here only the expression that will be needed later on 
for yl(k, k/): 

l' (k, k') =;' . :0 [IR,~,_,+ (1+1)R,~,+,I-' {~-::1 [3(l+2)D"'HR",+, 

. I 
Xcos (/l,+,-/l,+,) -/D",R,,'+l cos (/l,-/l'+l) 1-2i=1[ 3 (1-1) D",-.R"I-t 

xcos(/lI-2-/lI-t)-(l+1)D",R',1-t cos (Il,-/l,_,) 1 }; (6) 

~,l±l and 0l,l±2 are respectively the dipole and 
quadrupole matrix elements 

- -R",±,= J p','z' (r)rP",,(r) dr, ,D",.,,= J p.,,±,(r)r'P.,,(r) dr, (7) 

The radial parts of the wave function of the continu
ous spectrum are normalized to Ii (k - k/) and have the 
following asymptotic form: 

PAl (r) -+ ( ~ f sin (kr ~ In 2kr - ~I + 6, (k) ) 

(r and k are in atomic units). According to Sobel'
man[6], the coefficient for inverse bremstrahlung of 
photons by ions is defined by 

a.(oo)= L, J N,N.j(v')v'cr.'(oo)dv' [cm- 1], 

l_O 0 

(8) 

(9 ) 

where f(v') is the distribution function of the electrons 
with respect to the velocities v' = lik' I m, normalized 
by the condition 

J f(v)dv=1. 

Using the method developed in[2], we can obtain the 
following expression for the current density due to the 
photon momentum and produced in the course of inverse 
bremsstrahlung of light by ions: 

- '""d'() 
j'(oo)=-leIWN.N,Jt(v')V'T(V)VJ J ~cos8.sin8.d8.dcp,dl" 

dQ 
o 0 0 

[A-cm'], (10) 

where W is the flux density of the quanta [cm-2-sec-1], 
T(V) is the electron momentum relaxation time, 
v = Jik/m, and m(v2 - v'2)/2 = Jiw. Since electrons that 
have absorbed quanta can relax both on the ions and on 
the neutral atoms, it follows that T(V) = Ta(V)Ti(v)/ 
x [Ta(V) + Ti(v)l, where Ta(V) = [O'a(v) Navr1 and Ti(V) 
= [O'i(v) NiVr1 [71; O'i(v) and O'a(v) are the cross sections 
for the elastic scattering of electrons by screened 
ions and by the gas atoms, respectively. Replacing in 
(10) Ni by Na and assuming in the calculation of 
Rz,l±l and 0l,l±2 that z = 0, we obtain an expression 
for the current ja(w) connected with the photon momen
tum and produced when the light is absorbed by elec
trons situated in the field of the neutral atoms. The 
total drag current j(w) is the sum j(w) = ja(w) + ji(w). 

An investigation of the drag current formed when 
light is absorbed by neutral atoms is of particular in
terest. The reason is that the interaction of the elec
tron with the neutral atom is much weaker than with the 
ions, and therefore the behavior of the current ja(w) 
depends essentially OU Lhe atomic structure, whereas 
the interaction with the ion is practically pure Coulomb. 
We shall therefore consider henceforth situations in 
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which ja(w)>> ji(w). It is obvious that this relation can 
be obtained by decreasing the ion concentration, but 
then the electroneutrality requirement Ne = Ni de
creases also the concentration of the electrons and 
hence the value of the ~urrent. In some cases, however, 
the relation ja( w) » jl( w) is satisfied and the enSuing 
current densities lend themselves to measurement. 
Let us conSider one such cituation. 

3. Let N ~ 1012 cm-3 and T ~ 300"K, corresponding 
to room temperatures and ordinary pressures. We 
assume that the electron density is Ne = Na "" 10 14 cm-3 

(the feasibility of producing such concentrations is dis
cussed at the end of the section). Under these conditions 
the plasma is ideal. We conSider the absorption of the 
emission of a ruby laser with quantum energy EL = 1.8 
eV by an electron situated in the field of a neutral atom. 
At T"" 300"K the average energies of the free electrons 
before and after the absorption of the quantum does not 
exceed 1.9 eV. Therefore when the absorption process 
is considered we can confine ourselves to allowance for 
the s-phase only in the incident and scattered electron 
functions, and neglect all the remaining phases. 

Since large r are of importance in the integrals (6), 
we replace the wave functions PkZ (r) and Pk' t' (r) by 
linear combinations of Bessel and Neumann functions lBJ : 

P,,(r) = (2111) '''kr[cos 6o(k);0 (kr) -sin 60 (k) 'lo( kr) ], (11 ) 
P,,(r) = (2htr'kr;, (kr) , Pdr) = (2In) "'krj,(kr). 

The approximation (11) corresponds to the method 
developed in the article by Firsov and Chibisov.[9J 
Within the framework of this approximation, the dipole 
matrix elements of the s - p and p - s transitions 
take the form 

2 J- , '( sin kr ) 4 R.,=- sin(k r+6.(k» coskr--- rdr= 
n kr n 

k' sin 6.(k') 
(k'-k") , ,( 12) 

o 

RIO=2 jSin(krHo(k» (cosk'r- sin,k'r) rdr= 4 k"sin/l,(k) , (13) 
n 0 k r n (k'-k")' 

The quadrupole matrix element 0 02 of the s - d 
transition is given by 

D,,= ~ j sin(k'rHo(k'» {(~ -1) sin kr- J!...cos kr}r'dr 
n 0 k-r' kr 

8 k'+k" 
n k(k'_k,,),sinllo(k'), (14) 

(In the calculation of these integrals we used the pre
scription given in[lO], p. 418.) According to (12) and (5), 
the "partial" cross section of the inverse bremsstrah
lung of the s - p transition is (in cm4-sec): 

8n' ( e') ft' (k)' cr.'(oo)=-3- To ~ k' sin'6o(k'). (15) 

We shall show now that at the indicated concentra
tions of the ions and atoms the relaxation time is 
T(V) = Ta(V) = [NaO'a(v)vr1. To prove this it suffices to 
show that [NiO'i(V)]I[NaO'a(v)] « 1. It is known that in a 
plasma[7] 

( ze' )' cr,=2n mv' In A, (16 ) 

where InA is the so-called Coulomb logarithm and 
A = rD/Ro, ro = (T/41Te2Ne )1/2 is the Oebye radius, and 
ro is the larger of the two quantities ze2/ mv2 or iii mv. 
Substituting z = 1 in (16) and the velocity v correspond-
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ing to the energy 1.9 eV, we obtain O'i(V) ~ 2 x 10- 16 
cm2 whereas O'a(v) ~ 1Ta~ ~ 0.9 .10- 16 cm~. Thus, we 

, 1 

actually have r(v) = (NaO'a(v)vr • 

Substituting (12), (14), and (15) in (10), we obtain the 
following expression for the drag current produced 
when ligi}t is absorbed by an electron in the field of a 
neutral atom: 

2n ( e' ) N. $- o'(v') , • " , j'(oo)=--lelW - - --/(v}(v +v )dv. 
15 he oo'e O.(L') 

o 

(17) 

where O'S(v') = 41Tsin2oo(k')/k'2. 

At the temperature T, an important role in the inte
gral of (17) is played only by the values v' correspond
ing to an energy £' ~ T. Since T ~ 0.026 eV, we can 
take outside the integral sign the cross sections O'S(v') 
and O'a(v), which vary little in this interval. If it is 
recognized that O'S(v') = O'S(O) and O'a(v) = O'a(EL) with 
a high degree of accuracy. then we have 

j'(oo)=- 8~lelW(~)[N.Y.] 0'(0) ·{1+2«~:)'>+2«~:)·>}. 
la IIr EL' Auo,(Ed v v 

(18) 
where mv*2/2 = fiw and the angle brackets denote 
averaging over the function f(v') (AU stands for atomic 
units). Since «V'/V*)2) ~ TIEL and «V'/V*)4) 
~ (T/EL)2, they can be neglected in comparison with 
unity. 'lhe final form of (18) is 

j"(oo)=- ~leIW(~)[~·X.] a'(O). (19) 
[.:> ftc. EL ' AU o. (EL ) 

Substituting the values of Ne, K, and EL in (19) and 
assuming by way of estimate that W = 1022 cm-2 sec- 1 

and dS(O) ~ O'a(EL), we obtain ja(w) ~ 003 x 10-10 A/cm2 • 

It can be shown that the drag current produced when 
light is absorbed by ions is much smaller than ja(w) 
defined by Eq. (19). To prove this, we estimate first the 
effective cross section O'~' (w) of the inverse breI}1sstrah
lung by ions and O'~'(w) by atoms. To estimate O'~'(w) 
we use the classical expression for the bremsstrahlung 
cross section[llJ (z = 1): 

do jli:! __ c_'_ [cm2 sec], me'" mv' 
-~IICJl~-h. 

fl' e' 
(20) 

Since the quantum energy is nw = 1.8 eV, we have ac
cording to (20): 2 Ry;>;> 1.8 eV ;> L12 eVo 

Thus, expression (20) can be used to estimate the 
order of magnitude of the bremsstrahlung cross sec
tion. According to the detailed-balancing principle[6] 

Dividing (21) by (15) we have 

0,.'(61) /0,' (w) =211 [k' / k" lAu/l;T "':J. 

(21) 

(22) 

i.e., the cross section for inverse bremsstrahlung by 
an ion with z = 1 is ~ 5 times larger than the cross 
section for inverse bremsstrahlung by a neutral atom. 
Taking into account the fact that y ~ DI R oS (10 to 
20) ao, we easily see that at the indica,ted concentrations 
of the ions and of the neutral atoms jl(W) is less than 
ja(w) by 102_103 times. The decrease of the concentra
tion. Ne , of course, enhances the inequality ja(w) 
» j1(W), and Ne = 1014 cm-3 is the maximum denSity of 
the electrons at which the plasma remains i<;leal at room 
temperatures. 

We call attention to the following: According to the 
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Saha relationP ], under the conditions of thermodynamic 
equilibrium, we have 

N,N, = g,g, ( mT )'/' r'/T, 
N, go 211h' 

(23) 

where gi, ge, and ga are the statistical weights of the 
ions, electrons, and atoms, respectively. It is easy to 
see from (23) that if I ~ 1 Ry, then at T ~ 300"K the 
gas is practically not ionized. To produce concentra
tions Ne = Ni = 1014 cm- 3 we can, as indicated by 
Zel'dovich and Ralzer,[l2] introduce into the gas an im
purity with a small ionization potential (e.g., Cs with 
1= 3.8 eV), which will be strongly ionized in the laser 
beam, and will yield the necessary electron density Ne . 

Thus in the situation considered in Sec. 3, the drag 
, 10 I 2 . current reaches ~ 10- A cm and consequently 1S per-

fectly accessible to experimental investigation. 

4. We consider one more situation, in which ja(w) 
» ji(w) and ja(w) can be measured. Let us determine 
the drag current produced in a helium or neon plasma 
heated to T = 1 eV = 11606"K (I ~ 22-25 eV) under the 
influence of laser radiation with EL = 0.12 eV (C02 

laser). According to relation (23), at Na ~ 1019 cm-' we 
have Ni = Ne ~ 1015 cm-3 • We compare O'~(w) and 
O'~(w) for the electron energy ~ 1 eV. and the quantum 

energy EL = 0.12 eV. In this case O'k(W) eannot be esti
mated from formula (21), since w « mv'3/e2• To deter
mine the cross section O"k(w) near the long-wave bound
ary we shall use the claSSical expression for the brems
strahlung of an electron in the infrared region of the 
spectrum[ 11] (z = 1): 

do 
doo 

c:-::-:--:-;--!n -- [ c m 2 sec], i6e' ( 2mv" ) 
3v"c'm'lIw 1e'w 

(24) 

where y = eC, C is Euler's constant, and y = l.78 ... 

Using the principle of detailed balanCing, we can de
termine O'k(w) with the aid of (24). To calculate O'~(w), 
i.e., the effective cross section of the inverse brems
strahlung by a neutral atom, we use the fact that 
£' ~ £ » EL. In this case, according to Johnston[13], 
the inverse-bremsstrahlung cross section can be ex
pressed in terms of the transport cross section of 
elastic scattering of an electron by a neutral atom 

a"(k')= $ (I-cos 6.,) 1/(6.·) l'dQ,·= ~~ t (1'+1)sin'(6..(k')-6t"+t(k'». 

,~' (25) 

In this case O'~(w) takes the form 

0,'"("')= t6n' (~)!!!...[...!!:....] ~ (1'+1)sin'(6..(k')-Ii"+l(k'». 
:1 he L'" E ;I l...J 

1'_" (26) 

Here ao is the Bohr radius. Comparison of O'k(w) ob
tained from (24) with O'~(w) from (26) shows that ja(w) 
» hw) at the indicated concentrations. 

We note that (26) was obtained from formula (5) in 
which, in the calculation of the dipole matrix elements, 
the wave functions Pkl (r) were replaced by their 
proper asymptotic forms (8). In this approximation, 

Substituting (27) and (28) in (10), we obtain the following 
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expression for the drag current: 

j'(ro)=-~ (~~) lelW jf(V) [ v'xN. ,] ~ (1+1) (1+2) 
5 he 0 o.(v)EL AU+,: (21+3) 

(29) 

To estimate the current in this case we confine our
selves in (29) to allowance for the s-phase only. Then 
(29) goes over into formula (17), in which v = v'. As
suming by way of estimate aa(v) ~ as(v) and recogniz
ing that (v4 ) = 15T2/m2 • We obtain at W = 1022 cm-2 
sec-1 the value ja(w)~ 2.5 x 10-6 A/cm2. 

Thus, in this case, too, the drag current is perfectly 
accessible to experimental investigation. 

5. In conclusion, let us !!ompare the drag current 
produced in the case of inverse bremsstrahlung of light, 
with the current due to the Compton scattering. It is 
obvious that their values will be of the same order if 

(30) 

where acl = (e2/ mc2 )2 and aff [cm 5 ] is the cross section 
of the free-free transition. Recognizing that aff ~ 10- 40 

cmS, we obtain Na ~ 1015 cm-3 • Thus, the Compton 
dragging beginS to compete with the dragging in inverse 
bremsstrahlung at Na;S 1015 cm-3 • 

We call attention to the following circumstance. Ac
cording to (19) and (29), the drag current is inversely 
proportional to the cross sections for elastic scattering 
of electrons by the gas atoms, and consequently the ex
perimental study of the current makes it possible not 
only to verify the correctness of the employed models, 
but also to study the electron scattering lengths at low 
energies, and to obtain information on the phases and 
the matrix elements in free-free transitions. 

We note that formula (10) admits of a reversal of the 
sign of the current, but in the approximations considered 
here the drag current does not reverse sign and flows 
in the direction opposite that of the photon momentum. 
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